
Anti-fog
Anti-scratch
coating

How to delay the onset of fogging



BOLLÉ SAFETY
THE VISION
OF A SPECIALIST

130 Years of experience

4 to 5 new products every year

Innovative lens technologies

Glasses, goggles, face shields, prescription and 
tactical range

Bollé Safety has concentrated its expertise on 
protecting people’s eyes at work and nothing else








PLATINUM®

At Bollé Safety, we are convinced that scratches and fog do not only 
attack specific surfaces... This is why we decided to permanently 
apply the anti-scratch AND anti-fog coating to each lens surface 
(inside AND outside).

Anti-fog inside and outside

Anti-scratch inside and outside

This double dipping process offers protection which is 
twice as efficient and considerably slows the appearance 
of fog and scratches.



ANTI-FOG TECHNOLOGY



PROBLEM

The formation of fog is not just a weather condition. 
The same humidity and temperature differences that 
create clouds of fog also fog-up surfaces such as 
eye-glasses and goggles.

In many situations, this fogging-up can occur at 
crucial moments and result in disaster for the wearer 
or those around them. Body temperature and 
regulation can play a large part of fogging being a 
prominent issue.



REASONS

DO’S AND DONT’S

regulate temperature where possible 
(adequate hydration and temperature control)
ensure optimal fit & appropriate eyewear
care & maintenance
avoid alcohol based wipes or substances (harsh  
powders & detergents)

eye-glasses fog-up due to temperature differences 
between the lens and surrounding air (eg. when 
moving from cold environment to a warmer one, 
indoor/outdoor)
reaction to the warmth emitted by your face in 
contrast to the cooler surrounding air



Bollé Safety offers the new, exclusive PLATINUM® scratch- and 
fog-resistant coating on the models below.
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